Deepen NDI’s expertise as a leader in global education.

Expand the work of ISSA by cultivating intentional partnerships across the University that meet the needs of our international faculty and students.

Reform study abroad processes to ensure curricular alignment and financial sustainability.

Strengthen partnerships across the university to provide global health and safety expertise to students, faculty, and staff.

Advance Notre Dame’s leadership in the field of global education through training and development.

Strategically

Strengthen the Global Gateway and Centers to serve as platforms where Notre Dame engages the world and the world engages Notre Dame.

Enhance existing and build new programs to provide opportunities for more of our undergraduate and graduate students to study and research at our Global Gateways and Centers.

Ensure that our buildings and offices abroad are cared for in a way that provides outstanding facilities that reflect Notre Dame’s standard of excellence.

Align international staff and faculty practices to campus policies.

Extend the global reach of faculty research and scholarship in collaboration with the Global Gateways and Centers.

Create and strengthen Gateway and Center network relationship-building and develop common programming to advance faculty research and student engagement internationally.

Strengthen or expand our presence in areas of the world in which Notre Dame has a strategic interest or historical engagement.
Internationalize the campus to enhance our diversity and cultural understanding.

In collaboration with other divisions within the academy, increase the percentage of international undergraduate and graduate students on campus.

Enable cross-cultural programming that benefits the whole community and showcases Notre Dame as a richly diverse and international community.

Collaborate with Student Affairs and all campus partners to ensure international students are integrated into the life and fabric of our community.

Facilitate integration of global education into students’ academic planning.

Partner with faculty members, their departments, and schools to jointly create new global research programs for our students at all levels, both during the academic year and summer.

Facilitate opportunities for our faculty to develop and strengthen international research projects.

Create new global faculty research grant programs to support individual and collaborative projects around the world.

Collaborate with ND Research and all colleges and schools to support global research projects.

Cultivate relationships with key strategic constituents to broaden the exposure and resonance of the collective global work of our faculty.